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In her habilitation work, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Rostislava Georgieva TodorovaEncheva has presented for review a monograph (Symbol and Meaning: The Concept

of God's Glory in Late Byzantine Iconography. Shumen: UI "Episkop Konstantin
Preslavsky", 2020, 204 pp., 29 ilI., ISBN 978-619-201-418-6), studies, articles and
scientific reports in the field of history and theory of fine arts, as well as works of art,
regarding the competition announced in the State Gazette (Issue 98117.7L.2020) by
the Konstantin Preslavsky University of Shumen for the occupation of the academic

position Professor for the needs of the Department of Visual Arts, Theory and
Methodology at the Facuity of Education, in which she is the only candidate.

In 1998 Assoc. Prof. Dr. Rostislava Todorova-Encheva

graduated from the

Konstantin Preslavsky University of Shumen, majoring in Theology. Then, in 2003

she graduated from the same University, majoring

in

Pedagogy

of Fine Arts

(specialization in Graphics). In the period 2003 - 2006 she was a full-time doctoral
student in the field of Art History, with an emphasis on Byzantine and post-Byzantine

art, as well as on the history of Orthodox art.
The pedagogical activity of Assoc. Prof. Dr. Rostislava Todorova-Encheva has

begun in 2004 as a part-time assistant. She purposefully and logically developed

her academic career by successively passing from assistant professor (2006) to
senior assistant professor (2008), and in 2013 she has taken the academic position

of Associate Professor. During this period, Assoc. Prof. Todorova-Encheva

has

improved her professional qualification in the fieid of Art theory (post-Byzantine

and Orthodox art) and has carried out several long and short time scientific
specializations: a postdoctoral fellowship at the Aristotle University, in the period
June 2010

- February 20\L, in the field of Byzantine and post-Byzantine art and

history of Orthodox art (Postdoctoral Research Fellow, History of Fine Arts,
Byzantine and Post-Byzantine Art, History of Orthodox Art, Aristotle University of

Thessaioniki); a scholarship

in modern Greek language and culture in

2011, -

Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (Scholarship Holder of the School of Modern
Greek Language and Culture);

in

Research Institute (Istanbul), again

Exchange Fellowship Program

2012 she received a scholarship at the Getty

in the field of Byzantine art (Getty Research

for the Mediterranean Basin and Middle

East/

Vision and Visuai Culture in Byzantium). These qualifications are related to both
deepening of her knowledge and improving of her professional training in teaching

of the disciplines she lectures.
Since 2006, when she started her career as a part-time lecturer, until now,
Assoc. Prof. Todorova-Encheva has been teaching various disciplines in the field of

Art theory

and

Art history. In the Bachelor's programs: Art Theory - lectures

exercises (since 2018), Theory of Artistic Creativity

-

and

lectures (since 2008), Art

Criticism - lectures (since 2008), Perspective - lectures and exercises (since 2004),
Plastic Anatomy - lectures (since 201-8), Christian

Art (since

201-5), Icon Painting

(since 2012).In the Master's programs: Art Theory - lectures and exercises (from

2018), History of Visual Arts

-

lectures (since 2018), Drawing

-

lectures and

exercises (since 2017). Regularly updating all her courses, Assoc. Prof. Todorova-

Encheva

is aiso an author of an impressive number of scientific publications,

including monographs, textbooks and teaching aids, studies, articles and scientific
reports. She is a member of editorial boards at Bulgaria and abroad.

In 2008 Assoc. Prof. Dr. Rostislava Todorova-Encheva defended a doctoral

thesis on "The inverted perspective as a canonical method for constructing the
iconic space" and acquired a PhD degree in Theory of Fine Arts. This dissertations
reflects her scientific and artistic interests. It is a result of the purposefulness of her

creative prospecting, which combine aesthetic-theoretical biases with teaching.

After the defense of the doctoral thesis, Assoc. Prof. Todorova-Encheva continues

to develop her scientific and artistic biography.

Besides many publications in

various volumes and forms, she has participated in a series of joint and group
exhibitions. In addition, she organizes events and participates with students in art

projects and competitions. She has participated in several internationai graphic
forums, plain airs and joint exhibitions organized by various galleries at Bulgaria
and abroad (Turkey, Romania, Hungary, Serbia, etc.).

Assoc. Prof. Todorova-Encheva a member of the Union

of

Scientists in

Bulgaria, the Society of Shumen Artists and of the Union of Bulgarian Artists
Representation Office

in Shumen. In 2009

she received a scientific award for the

best performance at the 3rd International Conference of Young Scientists in
Plovdiv.

All

works presented in the present habilitation work are placed in three

mutually supportive directions - theoretical, pedagogical and artistic. These are the
monograph "Symbol and Meaning: The Concept of God's Glory in Late Byzantine

Iconography". Shumen: UI "Episkop Konstantin Preslavsky", 2020,204 pp.,29 ill.,

ISBN 978-619-20I-4tB-6, a sufficient number of publications (after 201-3), as well
as

works of art from several joint international exhibitions.

In the structure of the habilitation work thus formed, the main emphasis and
research "weight" has the monograph published

The Concept

of

God's Glory

in

in 2020 "Symbol and Meaning:

Late Byzantine Iconography").

It is

an

interdisciplinary study, which combines issues from the field of art history, art
theory, theology, history, culture science and semiotics. Therefore, the author uses
methods that are occupied by the systems of these sciences. The main methods, of

course, are the art history methods

for analysis and synthesis

(iconographic,

iconoiogical, comparative and typological). All methods in use are subordinated to

the specific objectives of the study and are directly related to proving its scientific
hypothesis.

In her monograph, the author presents an original study on the problem of
interpretation and combination of meanings in artistic and theological aspects. Assoc.

Prof. Dr. Rostislava Todorova-Encheva approach to the problem is

creative,

analyzing it from several different angles. The language in the exposition is strongly
specialized and professional, although does not exclude a wider range of readers to be
acquainted with the topic.

The monograph contains an introduction, three chapters, a conclusion, a list of
abbreviations, bibliography and images - a basis and justification of the conclusions and
hypothesis of the author. Throughout the text, the artistic and theological preconditions

for the formation and development of the new type of mandorla in late Byzantine
iconography are logically and argumentatively developed and clarified, which proves the
main formulations of the working hypothesis.

The introduction focuses on the connection between Orthodox (also ItalianByzantine) iconography and the religious and doctrinal essence of faith, as well as on

the possibility of using and imposing the visual imagery for ,,enriching the
potentialities of speech" (p. 11). The author explores and presents her research
position logically and intelligently, highlighting and proving in an indisputable way
the transformation and creation of a new symbol - the mandorla. Throughout the text

of this

chapter Rostislava Todorova-Encheva focuses on the development and

meaning of the symbol, its dynamics and manifestations. Thus, she approaches the

exposition, predetermining its iogical and reasonable development in the following
parts of the monograph. The author separates in essential form the object, the subject

and the goals of her research. Its chronological scope is indicated, as well as the

"territorial scope" within the artistic influence of Constantinople. In this part of the
monograph she formulates and presents her working hypothesis, the parameters of

which give an impression of

it as being ambitious,

but in fact

it is proved and

defended in the following text.

The first chapter of the monograph is titled "The concept of God's glory and its

visual representation" and explains the close relations between the symbols and the
expression

of the manifestation of the sacred. The author develops her research

towards the interpretation of the images of light as an equivalent of the divine in form

of a luminosity around the depicted person,
religious symbois

-

separated

in two of the most

ancient

the halo and the aureole. Assoc. Prof. Todorova-Encheva very

aptly notes that "the development of the concept of God's glory in Christian doctrine
leads to the creation

of a more complex symbol, the meaning of which cannot

be

limited only to the light connotation of the halo and aureole" (p. 37).

In the second chapter titled "Hesychasm and Late Byzantine Culture" the indepth analysis of this difficult scientific matter is particularly impressive. Here the

definition of various symbolic models of the mandorla in post-Byzantine art, together
with their detailed description as a means of expression of the concept of divine in the
iconographic tradition, creates a natural and logical line of development of the text to

the third chapter. This part of the research evidences the professional approach of
Assoc. Prof. Todorova-Encheva to the topic. The first subsection is devoted to the
necessary terminological detailing. She refers

Delvoye, D. T. Rice,

M.

Chadzidakis,

A.

to Patterson and through him to

Grabar, S. Dufrenne,

A.

Ch.

Strezova, E.

Bakalova, etc., creatively adapting their ratiocinations in order to be as close

as

possible to her filtered, personal research demand. Such an emphasis is important for

rationalization of the thesis and focusing on the essence of the new image. In the
other subsections of the chapter, synchronously with her creative interpretation, the
author cites many philosophical, theological and visuai examples of support, because
according to her "the answer cannot be formulated only from a theological or only

from an artistic point of view" (p. 78).
Especially impressive is the profound analysis of many visuai examples in the

third chapter titled "New visual formula of the concept of God's glory", supporting
the thesis of Assoc. Prof. Todorova-Encheva about the "hesychastic type" mandorla.
The quality of the text in this chapter is that the visual examples (miniatures, frescoes

and mosaics) serve as reasonable summaries of the hypothesis formulated in the

introduction, directing the creative and critical thinking of the author to prove and

confirm it. Very interesting are the examples from the St. Apostle Peter church
(village of Berende, Sofia region) in the frescoes from the fourteenth century in their
entirety as well as the octagonal mandorla in the fresco of Virgin MaryBlachernitissa.

Again, in this part of the study the argumentation and systematization of the
exposition is impressive and helps one to understand the main arguments of the
author. She underlines that she does not aim to consider all subjects and scenes in

which the mandorla symbol is present, but focuses "on the more eioquent
representative models, which are able

and

to reliably illustrate the tendencies of

its

development and its significance".

The final part of the monograph is significant with the author's logical
summaries and firm position expressed on pages I6L-I62 about the transmission of

the origin of the

"hesychastic type" mandorla instead

of

Thessaloniki in

Constantinople. She defends the view that "the model of the complicated mandorla

type, with two geometric figures placed on its circle or oval form, originated in
Constantinopie, somewhere in the end of the thirteenth and the beginning of the
fourteenth centur/", but the angular-geometric elements in
Ianguage

it

are part of the visual

of Orthodox art over the centuries. As the author observes, "the difference

in the degree of abstraction of understanding of the light and spatial phenomenon of
God's glory does not oppose the two layers of meaning in the symbol, but on the
contary, combines them and helps the interpretation of the mandorla to rise above its

formal categorization of type and color and to reach the level of its theological
exegesis" (p. 167).

in the monograph can be attributed to the
scientific contribution (N 4), according to which it is essential to formulate the
hypothesis about the nature and significance of the so-called "hesychastic type"

In general

terms, the research

mandoria and its Constantinople origin. The roots of this form can be found in the
patterns from the first centuries and Byzantine art referred to them as a ready-made

artistic soiution in the beginning of the fourteenth century.

The monograph submitted for review is an in-depth study focused on the
specific features of the image, which is an emanation of vision and philosophy in late

Byzantine iconography. The work combines art history, theology and historical
analysis with the analysis and summaries of various theories, as

well as the latest

trends in this field, which is a general quaiity of research and an achievement for the
author.

In addition to the monograph, Assoc. Prof. Rostisiava Todorova-Encheva
included

in her habilitation work

has

studies, articles and scientific reports from

prestigious scientific forums in the field of art. Very interesting are the studies on the

works of the painters Nikola Vasilev and Vasil Hristov Bedelev from

Shumen

(Todorovi, R. ,,New data about the earliest icons by the iconographers Nikoia
Vasilev and Vasil Hristov Bedelev from Shumen", Visual Studies. Journal for
contemporary art,Issue 112017,pp.36-44, VTU, 20IB,ISSN 2535-101X; Todorova,

R. ,,The forgotten iconographers: Nikola Vasilev and Vasil Bedelev from Shumen",
Proceedings

of the

Troveling Seminar Shumen-Belgrade-Budapest-Progue-

Bratislava, 6-11 May 2074, "Innovations

in

Education", Pedagogical Faculty,

Konstantin Preslavsky University of Shumen. V. Tarnovo: Faber,2014, pp.317-322,

ISBN 978-619-00-0092-1; Todorova, R. ,,From Lozengrad to Russia: Anastas
Krakklisiyski and the iconographic school in Shumen", Annual of Konstantin
Preslavsl<y University

of Shumen, Pedagogical Faculty, Vol. XXI D, Shumen: UI

"Episkop Konstantin Preslavsky", 2017, pp. 589-609, ISSN I3L4-6769). The work of
these two painters, together with Anastas Zograf , has not been systematically studied

and therefore there is enough material (unpublished icons) to change the perspective

on their presence and realization in the Bulgarian fine arts, as well as to set a new
chronological frame of their work, which is a valuable scientific contribution of the
author. In this context comes the formulated contribution (N 7), which focuses on the
supposed existence of a small but "active local icon-painting school, whose leading
master was Nikola Vasilev".

Because on her scientific, research and creative productivity, the studies,
textbooks and scientific reports of Assoc. Prof. Dr. Rostislava Todorova-Encheva are
cited in the works of various Bulgarian and foreign authors.

Her academic activity is many-sided, which is impressive. She is a successful

supervisor of graduates and doctoral students, as well as an author of curricuia aimed
at deveioping the creative thinking of students as future teachers. She participates in
research and art projects together with students.

The works of art by Assoc. Prof. Dr. Rostislava Todorova-Encheva, presented

for habilitation, are executed in classical graphic techniques - dry point, lithography

with pencil and ink. They have participated in various art forums at Bulgaria

and

abroad, which made their popularization in the public art space.

The artistic philosophy of Rostislava Todorova-Encheva aims to tansform
author's drawings through classical graphic technologies. In these images, through
the superimposition of materiality (a combination of prints with lithographic ink and

pencil) and imagery, have been accomplished a superimposition of meanings, an
intertwining

of

messages, shaping

the overall impact of the works. Rostislava

Todorova-Encheva's artistic aspiration is to build an authentic image based on an

amalgam of transformation of nature from a special point of view, of postmodern

irony and the resulting interpretations of the imagination, which must simultaneously
build an image and leave room for a free reading by the viewer ("schrodinger's Cat

II", mixed technique

(lithographic ink, iithographic pencil and lavis), 50x40 cm,

2019).

The potentiality for manipulation of the image, through the specifics of
conscious cultural accumulations, influences the visual realization in two directions -

artistic and technological, despite the classical techniques. Her works create

an

impression of reality and memory, of subconscious patterns of behavior, embodied in,

at first giance, unpretentious subjects, in which the concreteness of the created
images is surmounted and rationalized in relation to the conventional compositional
spaces ("Are You a Fortuneteller?", Iithography, 21x30 cm, 2019).

Ail

works presented for habilitation are a consequence of the in-depth

scientific, pedagogical and artistic prospecting of Assoc. Prof. Dr. Rostislava
Todorova-Encheva, and

of her pointed interest in

approaching

to the creative

problems in depth and in detail. The materiaiization of her creative philosophy is
expressed in her teaching activity trough the understanding of the equaiity of classical

and modern techniques and the creation of a new artistic imagery, formed in the
situation of contemporary art.

In conclusion,

based on the research achievements, creative and pedagogical

activity presented in the habilitation work, I propose to the respected members of the

scientific

jury to elect Assoc. Prof. Dr.

Rostislava Todorova-Encheva

for

the

academic position of "Professor" in Theoretical aspects of fine arts.
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Prof. Dr. Bisera Valeva
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